
BEFORE & AFTERS
28-Jul-2016

“I just wanted to let you know how much your products have changed my life. Over the last 8 months 
my hormones have been all over the map and as a result I began to get major breakouts. My confidence 
was at an all time low and became extremely depressed. I’ve been trying nearly anything and everything 
to try and restore my skin but nothing seemed to work. About a month ago I discovered your skincare 
line and within a week my skin was clear and balanced. I really just want to thank you for creating this!” - 
Anonymous
These results were achieved in one month using O Cosmedics Mineral Pro SPF 30+ Tinted, Eye Correct, 
Potent Clearing Serum and Rebalancing Cream.

It’s not instant but it is life changing. How phenomenal are these results achieved by Diamond Laser 
Medispa in just two and a half months! Skin health, skin youth and confidence in one.
Here’s what Olivia used: “We started with Corrective Cleanser & Peel and Potent Clearing Serum for this 
thick and oily skin and found the introduction of Retinol really helped. The skin calmed with Rebalancing 
Cream and Mineral Pro SPF 30+.
The treatment plan included Pomegranate, Pumpkin, Oxygenating and Bio-White Peels used with LED 
and Steam alongside extractions and, once infection healed, Dermal Rolling with B3 Plus.”
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5 The Confidence Files. An excerpt from Health E Hack 
on how O skin expert Martine Renwick and O Cosmedics 
helped on her amazing journey to clear her acne naturally: 
“These products are life changing! I wish I had known 
about O Cosmedics sooner as I have suffered from acne 
for two years.

“The time between both these photos was about 
five months. I am using Corrective Cleanser & Peel, 
Rebalancing Cream, Potent Retinol Serum and B3 Plus. 
In salon I have been having regular LED light treatments. 
Once the breakout stopped, I started on the (Pro Dermal 
Planning) peels and more recently the Alpha Beta Peel.”

29-Feb-2016

“It’s the kind of skincare your skin has been searching for 
its whole life! Stephanie came to me with problematic 
acne. Her journey began a little over 5 months ago. The 
results were achieved through a course of 6 in-clinic 
Pumpkin Peels and home care products, both using O 
Cosmedics. We started slow and drip fed the skin and in 
under three months this is the result achieved!” - Miss 
Soho Beauty 10-May-2016

The Confidence Files. Here’s what you can achieve in just 
three months with an O Cosmedics expert like O2 Skin & 
Body Bar and a tailored in-clinic and home care skincare 
solution.

These results were achieved combining Gentle 
Antioxidant Cleanser, Exfoliating Cleanser, B3 Plus, Potent 
Clearing Serum, Retinol Concentrate, Recovery Cream 
and Mineral Pro SPF 30+ at home and in-clinic Pro Dermal 
Planning treatments; Oxygenating Enzyme, Alpha Beta 
and Catalyst Retinol Peels. 1-Mar-2016
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Repost Farrago Skin and Body: “OMG! Amazing results 
from ONE O Cosmedics power peel. Katie has just 
started using @ocosmedics skin care and after her first 
peel this is the result.”

“Blown away by the results we have achieved so far with 
this beautiful lady! Dedication to O Cosmedics home 
care and regular in-clinic peels has definitely paid off.” - 
Eternal Radiance Skin & Body
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15-Dec-2015

20-Oct-2015

How on Earth can you get results this fantastic? An O 
Cosmedics Facial, Oxygenating Enzyme Peel, Pure C 
+ BHA, Retinol, Comfort Cream, DNC Skin-Inject and 
Microdermabrasion courtesy of skin guru and tonight’s 
Take Five Expert, Natasha Smits at Natashas Skin Spa 
Southbank! 20-Oct-2015
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“Check out these amazing results Beth achieved with one 
of her clients over a four month period! This was achieved 
purely with O Cosmedics skin care (Gentle Antioxidant 
Cleanser, Potent Retinol Serum, B3 Plus, Comfort Cream, 
Mineral Pro SPF 30+ and Skintrition EFA’s Max). It’s 
amazing what a bit of skin science and commitment can 
do!” - Beyond Beauty International 28-May-2015
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“Amazing results from one of our clients. After just 6 
weeks of using O Cosmedics Corrective Cleanser & Peel, 
Mineral Pro SPF 30+ and in salon LED treatments twice a 
week. So happy to make such a huge difference!” - Pearl 
of Beauty 4-Jun-2015

Concerned by jawline acne Laura enlisted the assistance 
of the O Skin Experts at Health Healing & Wellness who 
prescribed her O Cosmedics B3 Plus. This is the very, very 
impressive result achieved in just 2.5 months! 

B3 Plus is a perfect treatment for acne, 
hyperpigmentation and rosacea. All skins looking to 
improve their immune function, induce skin health and 
radiance, even out skin tone, improve skin texture and 
protection will be addicted to this serum. 28-May-2015
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Is pigmentation a concern for you? These before and 
afters were taken just ONE WEEK apart and achieved 
without laser. How?

One in-clinic derma rolling treatment infused with O 
Cosmedics B3 Plus by the O Skin Experts at Diamond 
Laser Medispa across the ditch in New Zealand. A great 
result and a very happy client!
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14-Apr-2015

“Hives and Rosacea. People say “be gentle, don’t use 
anything active” and we say “kick that rosacea to the 
curb!” Use active pure skincare that will teach your cells 
how to behave! Client used Gentle Antioxidant Cleanser, 
Repair Serum, Recovery Cream and Mineral Pro SPF 30+ 
for ONE week and got this result.” - Fruition Beauty & 
Body Therapy 15-May-2015

There is nothing more important to skin health than an 
Expert and this fantastic transformation from Diamond 
Medi Spa shows why. Anything is possible with the right 
advice and your commitment! 

Here’s how O Skin Expert Olivia explains the skin 
prescription that combines home care, in-clinic 
treatments and modalities to achieve these results: 
“The following O Cosmedics home care products were 
used for two months: Corrective Cleanser & Peel, 
B3 Plus, Potent Clearing Serum, Rebalancing Cream, 
Recovery Cream (night) and Mineral Pro SPF 30+. During 
weekly visits to the clinic the client also received O Pro 
Dermal Planning Peels (Alpha-Beta, Catalyst Retinol and 
Oxygenating Enzyme Peel) as well as a host of other in-
clinic modalities (LED, Microdermabrasion) and B3 Plus 
infused Skin-Needling treatments.” 25-May-2015
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How great are these results achieved in only five weeks 
with the guidance of the O Skin Experts at Le Chic Skin & 
Beauty!?

A course of five O Pro Dermal Planning Bio-White Peels 
paired with LED Therapy and a powerful home care 
routine of Gentle Antioxidant Cleanser, B3 Plus, Comfort 
Cream, Eye Fusion and Mineral Pro SPF 30+ has seen 
redness diminish, deep lines soften and an overall plump 
and hydrated complexion. 

Check out this fantastic progress only weeks into an 
O Cosmedics home routine and just four Pro Dermal 
Planning Peels later. Great result delivered by the O Skin 
Experts at Cocobelle beauty salon!
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Check out these amazing results achieved over a 10 
month period with the help of O Cosmedics in-clinic 
treatments, a dedicated home care routine and the 
fantastic O skin experts at Lush Hair & Body - East 
Gosford!

Starting with Gentle Antioxidant Cleanser, Pure Age 
Defiance Serum and Mineral Pro SPF 30+ the Lush 
experts recruited the big guns in the Catalyst Retinol and 
Oxygenating Pro Dermal Planning peels and maintained 
improvements by introducing alternative B3 Plus and 
Stem Cell + EGF Booster in the evening along with Potent 
Retinol Serum (now Retinol Concentrate) and the added 
benefit of using a DNC Skin-Inject roller 1-2 times a 
week. 24-Feb-2015
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This is why we love doing what we do and why we are 
so proud of our OCosmedics Skin Experts. Look at the 
stunning results on this severe back breakout using 
a combination of O Cosmedics Pro Dermal Planning 
professional peels and a great home care regime.

These results were achieved through a course of in-
clinic Alpha Beta and Catalyst Retinol Peels couple with 
Corrective Cleanser & Peel, B3 Plus Serum and Mineral 
Pro SPF 30+.
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Here’s another angle of the amazing results achieved 
by Lush Hair & Body - East Gosford over a 10 month 
period with the help of O Cosmedics in-clinic treatments, 
a dedicated home care routine and fantastic O skin 
experts.

Starting with Gentle Antioxidant Cleanser, Pure Age 
Defiance Serum and Mineral Pro SPF 30+ the Lush 
experts recruited the big guns in the Catalyst Retinol and 
Oxygenating Pro Dermal Planning peels and maintained 
improvements by introducing alternative B3 Plus and 
Stem Cell + EGF Booster in the evening along with Potent 
Retinol Serum (now Retinol Concentrate) and the added 
benefit of using a DNC Skin-Inject roller 1-2 times a 
week. 23-Feb-2015

16-Feb-2015

The O Cosmedics experts at Cocobelle beauty salon 
had this fantastic before and after to share on their 
Instagram and we were so proud of it we thought we’d 
share it too. Well done, team CB!

“NO FILTER! A Cocobelle client before and after 6 weeks. 
Pigmentation faded, scarring majorly reduced and nearly 
gone, breakout gone and fresher brighter skin. Very 
simple skincare regime using #OCosmedics home care 
will give instant results. Happy customer!” 14-Nov-2014
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“Under a year ago my confidence was at an all time 
low. I wouldn’t leave the house with out a full face of 
full coverage makeup. Now tinted mineral pro is all the 
coverage I need.” - Nicola 

“This makes us so excited and why we love what we do. 
Rebuilding skin and rebuilding confidence to everyone 
who walks through our door. It’s about each individual skin 
journey and we are there with you every step of the way.” 
- Bridget Mood Skin and Beauty

“These are the kind of results that are made possible 
when combining the #OCosmedics Pro Dermal Planning 
in-clinic professional range, a dedicated home care 
routine and passionate O experts. Justine looks happy, 
feels confident and has healthy skin to match. We 
couldn’t ask for more!” - Ora Beauty Wollongong

These results were achieved combining Gentle 
Antioxidant Cleanser. Potent Clearing Serum. 
Rebalancing Cream and Potent Retinol Serum. Had 3 
Pumpkin Peels followed by 3 Retinol Peels over a 10 
month period.
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29-Sep-2014
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23-Jul-2014


